[General characteristics of morphometric and morphoscopic signs of liver rupture with different localizations].
The aim of this study was to compare the morphoscopic and morphometric features of local and remote liver ruptures under various external influences. It was found that the local main ruptures were formed in the case of impact trauma more often in the right side of the liver on its diaphragmatic surface, in the anterior third of the organ. They were linear and located in the longitudinal direction. The size of the ruptures increased as the impact force increased. Local additional ruptures were associated with impact and compression trauma and were located only on the diaphragmatic surface of the liver, more often in the right half, in the middle third of the organ. These ruptures were linear, co-directional and small in size under various external influences. Central ruptures were formed by impact and compression trauma, were located more often in the middle third of the right side of the liver and were slit-shaped with a longitudinal direction. The size of central ruptures was associated with falls on the stomach and compression trauma. Peripheral ruptures were formed in the case of impact and compression trauma, were located more often in the right half of the liver on its diaphragmatic surface, mainly in the middle third of the organ and were linear with a slanting direction. The relative constancy of the average sizes of peripheral ruptures was noted. Anti-shock ruptures were observed resulting from shock trauma and were located more often in the right side of the liver, on its visceral surface, in the rear third of the organ. They were linear and curvilinear, and longitudinally and obliquely oriented. Ruptures were relatively constant in size with different types of impact.